We present the work-in-progress of automating the classification of doctorpatient questions in the context of a simulated consultation with a virtual patient. We classify questions according to the computational strategy (rule-based or other) needed for looking up data in the clinical record. We compare 'traditional' machine learning methods (Gaussian and Multinomial Naive Bayes, and Support Vector Machines) and a neural network classifier (FastText). We obtained the best results with the SVM using semantic annotations, but the neural classifier achieved promising results without it.
Introduction
Previous work on question classification has mostly been undertaken within the framework of question answering (hereafter, QA) tasks, where classification is but one step of the overall process. Other steps are linguistic/semantic question processing, answer retrieval and generation by integrating data; indeed, these make QA a different task to that of standard information retrieval. Biomedical QA (Zweigenbaum, 2003) has mostly focused on questions that aim to obtain knowledge to help diagnose or cure diseases, by medical doctors (Demner-Fushman and Lin, 2007) or by patients (Roberts et al., 2014b) , or to obtain knowledge on biology (Neves and Leser, 2015) . Clinical questions to obtain data from patient records have also been addressed (Patrick and Li, 2012) .
Herein, we address a question classification task from a different perspective to existing research. Our task is set in a simulated consultation scenario where a user (a medical doctor trainee) asks questions to a virtual patient (hereafter, VP) (Jaffe et al., 2015; Talbot et al., 2016) during the anamnesis stage, i.e. the interview to the patient to obtain diagnostic information. Question types need accurate classification to search the data in the clinical record.
In this context, question classification has aimed at identifying detailed question types (Jaffe et al., 2015) . In contrast, we consider a situation where we already have a rule-based question analysis system that classifies questions according to the semantic function or content (in order to restrict the search for data in the patient record and reply coherently). This strategy works well as long as questions remain within its specifications; other questions should be handled by a different strategy. What is needed in this context is a way to determine whether a given question should be transmitted to the rule-based system or to a fallback strategy. This is the goal of the present research, which is tackled as a binary classification task. Figure 1 is a schema of the processing steps we address in this work (note that we do not represent other stages such as dialogue management).
Guiding the processing of input questions is a common step in QA systems. Questions may be filtered through an upfront classifier based on machine-learning techniques, parsing (Hermjakob, 2001 ), regular expressions and syntactic rules, or hybrid methods (Lally et al., 2012) . To achieve that, a question analysis process might precede, which may involve detecting lexical answer types, question targets or the question focus.
Our VP system relies on named entity recognition and domain semantic labels in the question analysis. The results we report seem to show that leveraging this semantic information was beneficial for the classification step. We also tested a neural method without the semantic information, and indeed did not achieve the best performance (despite having promising results). We suggest Figure 1 : Schema of the question processing and search for data in the virtual patient record that using a linear SVM classifier with the semantic information defined for the task (together with features such as token frequency and 3-grams) is a reliable technique for question triage in a rulebased system similar to the one we present.
We report results of the classification task and compare traditional machine-learning and a neural-network supervised classifiers . We briefly review approaches to question classification ( §2) and outline our task ( §3). Then, we explain the sources of our data and describe them ( §4). We present our methods ( §5) and give our results ( §6) then conclude ( §7).
2 Related work 2.1 Question classification in medical QA QA in medicine has extensively been researched. Approaches have addressed doctor questions on clinical record data (Patrick and Li, 2012) , with the purpose of, among others, improving clinical decision support (Roberts et al., 2015; Goodwin and Harabagiu, 2016) or meeting the information needs of evidence-based medicine (EBM) practitioners (Demner-Fushman and Lin, 2007) . EBM-focused approaches have relied on a specific knowledge framework, decomposing question topics into Problem/Population, Intervention, Comparison, and Outcome (PICO). Taxonomies of clinical question types already exist (Ely et al., 2000) . (Patrick and Li, 2012) report an ontology and classification model for clinical QA applied to electronic patient notes.
Consumer health questions are another area of interest (Roberts et al., 2014b) . Research has focused on classifiying the question according to the user (consumer or clinician) and question type (e.g focusing on the cause of a condition or the affected anatomic entity (Roberts et al., 2014a) , or how consumer queries differ at the lexical, syntactic and/or semantic level (Slaughter et al., 2006; Roberts and Demner-Fushman, 2016) .
We refer to (Athenikos and Han, 2010; Neves and Leser, 2015) , respectively, for state-of-the-art reviews of QA for biomedicine and biology. Questions are generally classified into Yes/No, Factoid/List and Definition/summary.
Questions to a virtual patient have been addressed by mapping the user input to a set of predefined questions (Jaffe et al., 2015) , as is done in a large subset of recent general-domain QA work which queries lists of frequently asked questions (FAQs) and returns their associated predetermined answers (Leuski et al., 2006; Nakov et al., 2016) . Our setting is different in two ways: first, we do not rely on a FAQ but instead generate answers based on the question and on the contents of the virtual patient's record; second, we already perform fine-grained question classification with a rule-based system (Campillos et al., 2015) , and aim to determine whether a given question should be referred to this rule-based strategy or deserves to be handled by a fallback strategy.
Approaches
Across the mentioned tasks, machine-learning methods for classifying questions range from hierarchical classifiers (Li and Roth, 2002) to linear support vector machines (SVM, hereafter) (Zhang and Lee, 2003) . The benefit of using semantic features to improve question classification varies across experiments. For example, (Roberts et al., 2014a) reported improvements when classifying a dataset of consumer-related topics. They used an SVM with combinations of features including semantic information, namely Unified Medical Language System R (Bodenreider, 2004) Semantic Types and Concept Unique Identifiers. For their part, (Patrick and Li, 2012) used SNOMED categories. They reported improvements in classification through models including this type of feature, but not systematically. The type of the semantic information used in each task might explain these results. The impact of using semantic features is a point we explore in the present work in the context of questions to a virtual patient.
Neural network representations and classifiers are more and more applied to natural language processing (Bengio et al., 2003; Collobert et al., 2011) . Word embeddings-i.e. vector representations of words-allow the prediction of a word according to the surrounding context, and vice-versa. New research questions are being raised with regard to current architectures (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014; Goldberg, 2016) , parameters (e.g. vector dimension or window size), hyperparameters or the effect of input data.
The latest models include subword information in word embeddings, encoding both n-grams of characters and the standard occurrence of words . There is a growing interest in research on word embeddings for sentence classification (Kim, 2014; Zhang et al., 2016) and question classification (Mou et al., 2015) . However, a far as we know, a neural network classifier using subword information has not yet been tested on a medical question classification task. This is another point we explore herein.
Task description
We classify questions into those that a rule-based dialogue system can process, and those needing a supplementary method. Table 1 gives examples of these two classes of questions, and shows the semantic annotation performed in our task. A rulebased system is to be favoured to maximize precision, but developing rules for any question type is not feasible in the long term. Thus, we need a classifier to distinguish which questions should be processed through our rules and which should resort to another strategy. Those rule-based processExample of questions Strategy Semantic annotation Do you cough every day ?
Rule-based SYMPTOM, FREQUENCY Are your parents still alive ?
Other FAMILYMEMBER Table 1 : Examples of questions and classes ing strategy (RBPS hereafter) types of question are thought to have specific patterns (e.g. recurrent ngrams, question roots or domain semantic labels), which make it possible to formalise rules. In our system, rules are formalised based on the semantic annotation of questions. 1 For example, a rule processing the combination of SYMPTOM and FREQUENCY labels interprets the input as a query on the frequency of a symptom. Accordingly, the VP agent will answer with a fixed type of reply instantiated with the corresponding data in the record. We hypothesize that questions not fitting this scheme will require some other processing strategy (OPS hereafter), be it statistical, neural or machine-learning-based techniques, to search data in the record (or to reply adequately when data are not available).
4 Data sources and preparation
Data sources
We collected French language questions from books aimed at medical consultation and clinical examination (Bates and Bickley, 2014; Epstein et al., 2015) , as well as resources for medical translation (Coudé et al., 2011; Pastore, 2015) . 2 We also collected questions from 25 transcribed doctor-patient interactions performed by human standardized patients (i.e. actors simulating medical consultations).
Additional data creation
The purpose of collecting the corpus is to train health dialogue systems aimed at simulating a consultation with virtual patients. There is a growing interest of research groups towards integrating Natural Language Interaction (NLI) features in medical education simulation systems (Hubal et al., 2003; Stevens et al., 2006; Kenny et al., 2008; Jaffe et al., 2015; Talbot et al., 2016) .
Due to the lack of availability of questions, a subset of data was generated automatically by using question formation templates, semantic labels and resources from the UMLS. An example of template is Do you suffer from SYMPTOM in your ANATOMY?. There, the label SYMPTOM is replaced automatically with symptom terms (e.g. pain or tingling), and ANATOMY, with anatomic entities (e.g. leg or arm). We also generated automatically paraphrases of questions through a list of paraphrase patterns (e.g. can you → are you able to). These procedures allowed us to increase the corpus data, making up around 25% of the total number of questions. Of note is that we did not increase the corpus with more generated questions in order to avoid getting a too artificial dataset. Table 2 provides statistics on the experimental data.
Data preparation
We processed each question with our VP dialogue system (Campillos et al., 2015) . Then, we manu- ally labelled the output of question analysis, based on our knowledge of the dialogue system, into questions that should be processed by rule-based processing (RBPS) and questions requiring some other processing strategy (OPS). Specifically, we labelled as RBPS those questions with correct replies through the rule-based dialogue manager, or those questions for which the system has rules, but did not understand the questions or produced incorrect replies due to processing errors. We labelled as OPS the remaining questions that were not understood by the system or had wrong replies. We split our corpus into 80% training and 20% test data (respectively, 2616 and 654 questions of both types). We performed 10-fold crossvalidation on the training set for the non-neural classifiers, then applied the model to the test set.
Methods
We carried out tests with a linear support vector machine classifier and two Naive Bayes classifiers (Gaussian and Multinomial; from here on, respectively, Gaussian NB and Multinomial NB). We used Scikit-learn v0.18 (Pedregosa et al., 2011) ; the SVM used the LinearSVC implementation based on liblinear, one versus the rest scheme.
The combination of features used were inspired by (Roberts et al., 2014a) . We used four sources of information: 1. The question Q itself, i.e., morphological and lexical features:
• Token and frequency in Q (TK)
• Question root (QR): the three first words of Q
• Three-character-grams (3CG) and frequency
• Three-grams (3G) and their frequency
• Number of words in Q (WC)
• Minimum, maximum and average word length in Q (WL)
2. The relation of Q to system knowledge, i.e., the term is found in the core system lexicon:
• Out-of-vocabulary words (NIL): terms in Q not found in system lexicon 3. Word representations computed from an external corpus:
• Average word embeddings of words in Q (WE). We used pre-trained word vectors (see below) with the best combination of parameters we tested (window=10, vector dimension=100, negative samples=10, learning rate=0.1, sampling threshold=1-e4). We only used this feature for the SVM classifier.
Annotations produced by the question analysis component of our dialogue system:
• Semantic annotation of Q (SEM)
We also tested the neural method implemented in FastText ). An extension of word2vec (Mikolov et al. 2013) , FastText associates n-grams of words and/or characters to learn word vectors. It is a shallow neural model relying on a hidden layer, where a sentence is represented by averaging the vector representations of each word. This text representation is then input to a linear classifier (a hierarchical softmax, which reduces computational complexity). As our data were scarce, we used word vectors pretrained in a large domain corpus from the European Medicines Agency, 3 which amounts to more than 16 million tokens after tokenization. Several parameter values were tested: window size of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10, vector dimension of 50, 100 and 300, use of 3-grams or 3-character-grams, number of negative samples (5, 10 or 20), learning rate (0.1 and 0.05) and sub-sampling threshold (1e-3 and 1e-4). We only tested the skip-gram architecture since it has been observed to yield better results (Chiu et al., 2016) . The minimum word count was fixed to 1, given the scarcity of our labelled data. We did not use semantic annotation to create word vectors. Table 3 breaks down our results (reported as F1-score) in the training set (top of the table) with different parameter combinations and non-neural classifiers. The weighted average F1-score was computed based upon both F1-scores of classifying RBPS and OPS types of questions. The best combinations of parameters found in the training set were applied to the test set; their results are placed at the bottom of the table. Note that a baseline method making a majority class decision would categorize each question as RBPS: since the proportion of RBPS is 0.647, its weighted average F1-score would be 0.647 2 = 0.419.
Results and discussion
The SVM classifier outperformed the other classifiers and the neural classifier. In all combinations of features used with non-neural methods, the use of semantic labels improved question classification. Multinomial NB obtained better results than Gaussian NB. Results with the best combinations of features and Multinomial NB gave similar results to those yielded by the neural method.
In such a small dataset and constrained task, the use of word embeddings as feature did not improve classification performance. This could be due to the data used for pre-training word embeddings. Despite being related to the domain, the nature of texts used for pre-training vectors is different to that of a clinical consultation context. Using the combination of token/frequency and semantic annotation together with another feature provided the highest results (or almost the highest). The use of 3-character-grams, word length or word count contributed to good classification, but their benefit was not strong, nor is it clear which feature was more relevant. Using 3-grams seems to be the exception: the best combination of parameters-as it improved results in all models-is 3-grams, semantic labels and token/frequency. Not shown in the table, when semantic labels are not used, the other features did not improve classification in our task (except 3-grams with Gaussian NB).
We note that the F1-scores obtained on the test set are similar to that obtained by cross-validation on the training set: the system did not overfit the training data.
The fact that we used a subset of generated questions from patterns could be argued as a bias. However, we tested the above models in a subset of 2,282 questions without any generated sentence, and the models and classifiers had similar results (but lower F1-scores). We again obtained the best results (avg. F1=0.81) with Linear SVC, with models using semantic features with or without all other parameters (e.g. QR+TK+WL+WC+SEM+3G+NIL and TK+SEM+QR+WC). We also tested the same combinations of features in Linear SVC with and without computing term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf), and also a Logistic Regression classifier (with and without tf-idf). For each group of parameters, results were similar to those yielded by Linear SVC (which does not use tf-idf).
As for the neural method, Table 4 reports our results. The F1-score was computed based on precision and recall of the top ranked label (precision and recall @1). The best result was an average Fscore of 0.812 (window of 10, vector dimension of 100, negative sampling of 10, learning rate of 0.1 and sampling threshold of 1-e4). We achieved similar results by modifying parameters (e.g. window of 6 or 8, vector dimension of 50, or use of 3 grams). Interestingly, using both 3 grams and 3-character-grams tended to lower performance.
We can draw two observations from our results. First, we find it beneficial leveraging the semantic information used for question analysis at the classification step. This could be a hint for developping QAs in a similar task and restricted domain to the one here presented. That is, the question analysis and classification steps for a similar rule-based system would need to build on a comprehensive semantic scheme permeating both rule development, entity type annotation and question triage. This is what seems to explain our lower results obtained when semantic features were not used in with machine-learning classifiers and the neural method. Indeed, (Jaffe et al., 2015) also reported an error reduction in question classification when domain concept-based features were used in the question classifier for their VP system. Second, we found necessary to complement the neural approaches in this restricted task with natural language processing techniques to raise the classification performance. We trained a large amount of data for generating word embeddings (to use them as features for the LinearSVC classi- Table 4 : Results of the best tested models (neural approach) fier) and also used a neural model to classify questions. However, our results agree with the observation that restricted-domain QA is less affected by data-intensive methods, but depend on refined language processing methods (Mollá and Vicedo, 2007) -in this type of system, accurate semantic annotation. On the other hand, the neural method seems promising in this kind of classification task, and how to use domain semantic information with it requires further exploration, in line with current works (Yu et al., 2016) . We also need to pretrain vectors on domain data of different nature (e.g. clinical records) to confirm our results. Finally, other methods for computing vector representations of sentences deserve to be explored.
Conclusions
For the task of optimizing question processing in a VP natural language system, we reported the improvement of using the semantic information in the question analysis step as a feature for question classification. This is likely due to the idiosyncrasy of our task, where the dialogue system makes use of semantic rules for processing input questions. We are nonetheless interested in confirming to which extent reusing semantic information from the question analysis would benefit the classification step in QA systems for other tasks and domains. Anyhow, the neural method here tested yielded promising results for similar classification tasks. Other approaches to test might be including semantic annotation to generate vector representations of questions, pretraining word vectors on clinical record data, and using information from the VP clinical record as another source of features for classification.
